
Recall

This is the single most important cue you can teach you dog, so let’s make sure that we 
do it right! Baby recalls always start on leash, preferably a six foot leash. We are going 
to use the dog’s natural want to chase to teach a rock star recall, but you have to help 
by never calling your dog when you are upset or angry or when you know he will not 
come to you - trust me, we will work up to this!

Start with high value food, dog on leash, show him the food and run backwards a couple 
of feet heavily praising him as he runs after you. When he gets to you mark with a “yes!” 
and reward. Repeat this five or six times, resist the urge to say “come!” for these 
repetitions. We need to make sure that the dog will follow and is into the game before 
we name it.

If you’ve been successful and he is totally into the game, you can say “come!” as you 
run backwards, praising heavily and making a huge deal out of chasing you. Do this is 
all directions to keep the dog into the game. When we’ve had another round of 
successful chases, it’s time to add a little distraction. You can either wait for your dog to 
start sniffing something in the environment or recruit a second person to direct the dog’s 
attention away from you. When you dog is not looking at you call him to come - “[dog’s 
name], come!” - and immediately break into that chase game again, mark and reward. 
Repeat! Do a three or four repetitions and then take a break. Practice this whole 
sequence first in a quiet indoor place, then a quiet outdoor place. Resist the urge to 
move too quickly up the distraction scale. Build a solid foundation first!

Position Changes

Last week we were on a one to one schedule - one behavior, one treat. This week we 
move to chaining behaviors together. Now our puppies need to be doing at least two or 
three behaviors for that single piece of kibble. It is essential that our puppies learn that 
not every behavior gets a food treat, you need to earn it. You know you’re really getting 
some where when you can get all of the positions only using one food lure! Remember 
to work in a quiet indoor location first, then move to a quiet outdoor location. If you find 
that your puppy is having a hard time focusing, then the area you are working in is too 
distracting. Increase your reinforcement rate and ask for a little less. You’ll find that you 
can build back up quickly.

Food Toss Leave It

With your puppy on leash, toss a piece of kibble just out of reach and cue him to leave 
it. Now is the hard part, wait for him to quit straining at the leash and look away from the 
treat. When he does mark it with a “yes!” and reward him next to you - this will draw him 
away from the tossed food and build a little recall. If he comes off the treat, takes his 
reward and juts back to the treat, re-cue the leave it, but this time give him four or five 
treats in a row to build a maintain by you after the leave it. Finally you may let him have 
the treat he left by walking up to it with a loose leash and cuing him to “take it”.
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This still is essential for those gross things on the street that we don’t want in our 
puppy’s mouth!!

Stays

For our first stays we are only asking for a small amount of time and will be continuously 
feeding. The rapid feeding will keep the puppy with us and make sure that he is 
successful. Make sure that you practice stays in all three positions - sit, down, and 
stand. By next week you should be able to have your puppy staying for 15-20 seconds 
in a sit and down, and 10-15 seconds for the stand. 

You may start to increase the time between the treats when he understands that staying 
in position earns the food, not moving. Don’t be a greedy trainer!!! If your puppy moves 
or breaks position, simple re-cue the position and pick up where you left off.
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